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What is the context?
How often do you see people with 
learning disabilities when you go out 
in the evening? The most common 
response to this question is: rarely 
or never. Sadly, people with learning 
disabilities, or with conditions such as 
autism, have limited choices once the 
evening has landed. It was with this in 
mind that Gig Buddies was launched 
in 2012 by the Stay Up Late charity 
in Brighton. It was set up by former 
punk musician Paul Richards who 
recognised most people with learning 
disabilities are unable to go out late 
due to inflexible rotas of care. 

Research was also commissioned  
by the charity through the Community 
and University Partnership Programme 
at the University the obstacles faced 
by people with learning disabilities 
who wanted an existence that 
extended past daytime television. 

The research flagged up several 
factors when it came to people’s 
isolation and lack of cultural 
involvement. Sometimes it was 
because there weren’t enough funded 
hours to support people with learning 
disabilities to enjoy social activities, 
or because support staff didn’t work 
on weekends or evenings. Also, 
some people with learning difficulties 
suffered from low motivation and 
confidence, or mental health issues, 
and were fearful about their safety 
should they go out. Other times it was 
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because ‘what’s on’ information was 
hard to access locally, or events were 
hard to attend through lack of public 
transport. Or, even, that people 
hadn’t got any money. Finally – and 
crucially – it was because the person 
didn’t have a companion to share 
their activity.

What’s the story?
Gig Buddies is a volunteer 
befriending project. It unites those 
with learning disabilities, or autism, 
with a volunteer who shares the same 
musical and cultural interests. It’s all 
about defining what their gig is – it 
could be music, ballet, nature walks, 
museums and the list goes on. It’s 
whatever appeals to the individual. 
For the volunteer, it’s about going to 
an event they already like the sound 
of – and then bringing someone along.

All volunteers to the Gig Buddies 
scheme are vetted and receive 
training and ongoing support.

Who are the  
key partners?
The Stay Up Late charity, Brighton 
and Hove City Council, West Sussex 
County Council, Nesta Foundation, 
Big Lottery Mencap, Sussex 
Community Foundation, Brighton 
and Hove Buses, The Chalk Cliff 
Trust and others.

What has been  
the impact?
Gig Buddies started in Sussex  
in 2012. There are now more  
than 90 pairs of buddies regularly 
attending mainstream events across 
the county. There are also informal 
social meetings in pubs for people 
on the Gig Buddies’ waiting list.  
Gig Buddies has also become 
a social franchise with partners 
in Sydney, Australia, Edinburgh, 
Croydon, Portsmouth, Calderdale, 
Long Eaton and Norwich.
The impact on an emotional level 
means that people who have  
a gig buddy are now less lonely  
and have more friends. They have 
been empowered to make more 
choices about how they live their 
lives. As a result, communities 
become more inclusive and 
volunteers have a greater 
understanding of the needs  
of their new companions.

What have been 
the key elements 
of success?
The project works effectively when  
a progressive local organisation  
takes on the role of delivery  
and the council gives financial 
support. And sometimes practical 
support too, such as advertising  
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the project within its social 
work teams. As councils have 
increasingly less resources,  
this project encourages positive 
mental health and wellbeing  
of people with learning disabilities. 
Matched funding from local 
authorities has really helped  
in developing new partner projects.

What has  
been learned?
Skilled coordinators are essential 
in running a volunteer befriending 
project such as Gig Buddies.  
Further, that too much expectation 
from a local authority can be 
problematic: Gig Buddies will not 
solve all the social issues facing 
people with learning disabilities.  
It is not a free solution for an endemic 
problem. Also, it takes time to match 
people with volunteers, especially  
in rural areas.

Across the board there have been 
concerns about safeguarding.  
There are some unfounded ideas  
that mainstream gigs and festivals  
are inherently dangerous places.  
This is not the case. 

Back in 2001 and again in 2009, the 
UK government said ‘the objective 
is to enable people with learning 
disabilities to have as much choice 
and control as possible over their 
lives and the services and support 

they receive... A person-centred 
approach will be essential to deliver 
real change in the lives of people with 
learning disabilities’. 

Stay Up Late believes that 
government is a long way off from 
delivering this vision, and that’s what 
continues to drive the charity’s work 
– to ensure that people with learning 
disabilities are able to make choices 
on how they lead their lives.

Who are the  
key contacts?
Paul Richards, Director,  
Stay Up Late, Dorset Gardens 
Methodist Church Brighton  
info@stayuplate.org  
01273 600 438 

Caroline Speirs, Head,  
Think Local Act Personal  
caroline.speirs@tlap.org.uk  
020 7766 7358

This case study was provided 
through our colleagues  
in Think Personal Act Personal 
– see separate listing to access  
more of their excellent case studies 
and join their exciting network.
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